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DEDICATION

For my mother, Carolina.

Fidelium animae, per misericordiam Dei, requiescant in pace. Amen.
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BALM OF GILEAD is a collection of poetry that explores the speaker’s rediscovery of love and spiritual meaning in the years after his recovery from addiction and the loss of a parent. BALM OF GILEAD fits within the English poetic tradition of fastening ineffable sacred experience into more personal lyric modes, an inheritance dating not only to the works of John Donne, George Herbert, and Gerard Manley Hopkins, but to the Psalms of David. The often-confessional poems in BALM OF GILEAD borrow from the free verse and emotional urgency of Denis Johnson; the broken sonnets of Molly Peacock; and the devotional rhetorical posture of Maurice Manning. Moreover, BALM OF GILEAD orders poems through imagistic and thematic associations to document the complex means through which the speaker experiences his conversion away from the certainty of addiction and grief and into the unsure but redemptive footing of love and faith.
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COMMUNION

I can take your body in my mouth
but I will have to pass on the cup.
No matter how transubstantiated,
the ethanol that runs in your blood
is just enough to wake the dormant bug
a synaptic and limbic blunder had wrung
at my conception (or before, or after,
it doesn't matter much). Laughable.
That I could relapse off half a Eucharist,
make of me the kind of company
you’d bemuse with a parable or two.
Lord, thank you for the invitation,
which in all my thirsty carnality is
itself an outward sign of an inward grace.
I break my consecrated share of you,
swallow at an exsanguinating pace.
ELK IN CHURCH, SOURCE UNKNOWN

First her head, window-lit,
twitches in fight, or flight,
antlers altar-wide from the camera’s
perspective up the nave behind.

After a minute, she backs
away from the sanctuary rail,
and her echoing hooves muffle
the camera’s microphone.

How she wandered in there,
bowling over floral shrines
like some enraged reformer
I just read about in a beaten
papists’ commonplace book
digitized from decay in another tab,
is not for me to know; or perhaps
is the wrong question to ask

of a clip, re-posted without
context from one blog to another,
to find its way to me, a doubter.
I watch it over and over.
I expect you to break through,  
Across these shoddy lenses soon,  
To burst into view, knowing full well  
I will lose you. Why’s it all waiting  
And watching with you? Once,  
In a cardinal’s dress, you hopped  
From mind’s bough to heart’s branch  
In one second, slipped on the dark  
Vestments of ravens in the next.  
I sense your nearness; and it sears.  
And though my eyes will slack  
From the long fear of blinking  
And missing you, I’ll stay poised,  
Steadfast, the watch-club’s last.
When my mother dies
I learn I never knew her.
But she told me two stories,
two girlhood miracles.

At ten she saves her family
from a crocodile stalking
in a river outside Managua
where they bathe.

She is on the banks,
no desire to wash that day.
I like to imagine she is dancing
among wild red macaws.

Then a woman the size
of a votive candle, draped
in the colors of wild macaws,
appears on a branch up in a tree.

Never afraid,